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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Someone has robbed the bank! 

	 Late last night, someone broke into the bank and stole approximately 
1 million dollars in hundred dollar bills and gold bars. This is a pretty big 
robbery, considering that the bank only has about 20 million dollars in the 
vaults. However, most cats are wondering about who did this and why. 


	 “There haven’t been many cats upset with the workings of the bank 
lately,” says a clerk who works at that bank, “no one felt like they had been 
cheated out of money. So, I don’t think that it was one of our customers. I 
think that it might be a random cat that saw the bank and thought, money.” 


	 The main cats hanging around the crime scene are North, a multi 
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Image above - a  
picture taken this 
morning of the bank’s 
front doors, each with 
a broken window.
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species behaviorist, and Ice, Rice, and Rice jr., 
investigators. This is a big job for all of them. 
North sure is happy he got his promotion. This is 
one of the perks - you get to have a behavioral 
voice on crimes that happen. 


	 Naya, for once, is worried. She has about 
100 thousand saved in the bank, and this bank 
has a rule that if your money is stolen, you have 
to go on the regular wait list to get it back. This 
could take months, and Naya doesn’t want to 
risk running out of money. This morning, she is 
going to check in with some bank clerks about 
where the money was stolen from. Mavis, on the 
other hand, puts her money in many different 
banks. That way, she has many different funds 
of cash when she needs it, and if it is stolen from 
one place, she could easily wait to get it back. 


	 Just 1 hour ago, Ice found a vital clue. 
The thief left some fingerprints on the glass 
doors of the bank when they climbed through. 
Obviously they put on the gloves after that, 
because there were no finger or paw prints in 
the bank itself. This is very important, because it will give the police 
something to identify. After identifying the fingerprints, they can check them 
with other cats around the scene to see if they stole the money. 


	 Harvey is hoping that no one he knew 
was involved in the robbery. A robbery of this 
size could land you with a 5 year sentence in 
jail, and he doesn’t want that for any of his 
family or friends. However, he’s already glad 
that he knows Naya didn’t rob the bank based 
on her worried attitude. And, Harvey read her 
mind just in case. He’d have to apologize for 
that later. However, the longer this robbery sits, 
the longer the sentence could be for the culprit 
because of the wait time and the evading 

authorities. Pleading guilty might just be the best thing right now. 


	 Subscribe again for more on Harvey’s mind reading and this new 
robbery!
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Image above - Judy, 
glaring at Rudy with a 
“I’d turn you over to 
the police in an instant 
the second I know 
you’ve committed a 
serious enough crime” 
look.“If I knew Rudy 

robbed the bank, 
I’d turn her in 
right now to the 
police.”  

 - JUDY, BUT REALLY?
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